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Kriss Worthington

Councilmember, City of Berkeley, District 7
2180 Milvia Street, 5th Floor, Berkeley, CA 94704
PHONE 510-981-7170 FAX 510-981-7177 kworthington@ci.berkeley.ca.us

CONSENT CALENDAR
June 4, 2013
To:
From:

Honorable Mayor and Members of the City Council
Councilmember Kriss Worthington

Subject:

Support AB 10 (Alejo) to Increase California State Minimum Wage

RECOMMENDATION:
Support AB 10 and send a letter to Senator Alejo expressing support of AB 10.
BACKGROUND:
AB 10 (Alejo), introduced in December of 2012 by Senator Luis Alejo, was referred to
the Appropriations Committee by the Assembly Labor and Employment Committee on
April 24, 2013 and will be voted on once the State budget has been approved. AB 10
proposes that minimum wage in California increase incrementally from $8.00/hr to “no
less than” $9.25/hr in 2016. California has not increased its minimum wage since 2008
and falls short of matching the current cost of living. Increasing minimum wage to
$9.25/hr would add $2,600 a year to the paychecks of those earning minimum wage.
Additionally, starting in 2017, AB 10 would require that minimum wage in California be
annually adjusted using the California Consumer Price Index to keep up with inflation
and to maintain employee purchasing power.
Supporting AB 10 would be consistent with the Council’s votes to support HR 1010: The
Fair Minimum Wage Act. HR 1010 recognizes that there are disparities between
current minimum wage and the cost of living; individuals earning minimum wage still fall
well below the national poverty line of $18,000/yr. HR 1010 increases federal minimum
wage to $10.10/hr, raising annual income of minimum wage workers from $15,000 to
$21,000/yr. The Council also voted to send a referral to the Labor Commission to
consider whether or not Berkeley should adopt a minimum wage, whether or not to
phase it in, and to determine what the minimum wage in Berkeley should be, if there is
one.
Adopting policy at the state and national level is preferable because it is ultimately more
beneficial to a larger number of people. Millions of people work minimum wage jobs, AB
10 would ensure that California minimum wage workers earn a wage that is consistent
with the increasing cost of living.
For more information, please see:
http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/13-14/bill/asm/ab_00010050/ab_10_bill_20121203_introduced.htm

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:
None.
CONTACT PERSON:
Councilmember Kriss Worthington
Attachment:
1. Sample letter to Senator Alejo

510-981-7170

Attachment 1
Dear Senator Luis Alejo,
On behalf of the City of Berkeley we would like to thank you for authoring this very
important piece of legislature. AB 10 offers a much needed solution to a very large
problem. The fact that California has not increased its minimum wage since 2008 and
falls short of matching the current cost of living is appalling. Increasing minimum wage
to $9.25/hr would add $2,600 a year to the paychecks of those earning minimum wage,
which would undoubtedly provide much needed financial relief. Additionally, requiring
that minimum wage in California be annually adjusted to keep up with inflation and to
maintain employee purchasing power protects employees from being left behind by the
rising cost of living. Nationally, 30 million people work minimum wage jobs. AB 10 would
ensure that California minimum wage workers earn a wage that is consistent with the
increasing cost of living.
So once again, we would like to express our appreciation and gratitude for AB 10.
Please feel free to add us to your list of supporters for this bill and by all means, let us
know if there is anything we can do to assist you in achieving a victory for AB 10.
Sincerely,
The Berkeley City Council

